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Abstract
Quantum cryptography is information-theoretically secure owing to its solid basis in quantum
mechanics. However, generally, initial implementations with practical imperfectionsmight open
loopholes, allowing an eavesdropper to compromise the security of a quantumcryptographic system.
This has been shown to happen for quantumkey distribution(QKD). Here we apply experience from
implementation security ofQKD to several other quantumcryptographic primitives.We survey
quantumdigital signatures, quantum secret sharing, source-independent quantum randomnumber
generation, quantum secure direct communication, and blind quantum computing.We propose how
the eavesdropper could in principle exploit the loopholes to violate assumptions in these protocols,
breaking their security properties. Applicable countermeasures are also discussed. It is important to
consider potential implementation security issues early in protocol design, to shorten the path to
future applications.

1.General introduction

Common aims in cryptography are to guarantee confidentiality, integrity, and authentication of information.
Some of the conventional cryptography based on computational complexitymight be broken by a powerful
quantum computer [1]. However, quantum cryptography, where security rests on the laws of quantum
mechanics, is oneway to achieve information-theoretic security. Among the quantum cryptographic protocols,
quantumkey distribution (QKD) has become theoreticallymature and technically practical. Inspired by the idea
ofQKDand taking advantage ofQKD implementations, other quantum cryptographic primitives have
gradually been developed, such as quantum coin tossing, quantum secret sharing (QSS), and quantumdigital
signatures (QDS) [2–4]. For each primitive, different protocols have been proposed, and even realized by current
technology [5–7].

However, there is a non-negligible gap between theory and practice inQKD: imperfections in devices create
various loopholes that compromise the protocol’s security [8–14]. Practical security issuesmight also occur in
the realization of other quantum cryptographic protocols. In theory, the protocols are unconditionally secure,
but the securitymight not be guaranteed in practice due to imperfections of devices. Investigating device
imperfections and system loopholes inQKDhas takenmore than a decade, and is still in progress. The
experience gained fromQKDwill be helpful infinding possible loopholes in other implementations of quantum
cryptographic protocols, because they use similar optical components. This enhances the practical security of
quantum cryptography.
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The vulnerability of quantum coin-tossing and non-loophole-free Bell testing has previously been
demonstrated [19, 20], using imperfections in their specific experimental implementations to remove the
protocol’s quantum advantages. In this Article, we surveyfive quantum cryptographic primitives as examples to
investigate practical security threats in their implementation. The primitives areQDS,QSS, source-independent
(SI) quantum randomnumber generation, quantum secure direct communication (QSDC), and blind quantum
computing (BQC). Based on attacks known to exist forQKD,we propose potential attacks on these primitives.
The attacksmay compromise the security of practical quantum cryptographic systems, withoutmaking the
legitimate participants abort the cryptographic protocols.We summarize potential imperfections and broken
security properties for allfive primitives intable 1. Details for each primitive are explained in sections 2–6. Each
of these sections contains two parts: infirst subsectionwe recap the protocol, and in second subsectionwe
propose the attacks on its implementation. Countermeasures are discussed insection 7.We conclude in
section 8. Please note that this study ismerely a starting point presenting a broad overview.Detailed analysis of
each implementation imperfection should be done in the future, as technological implementations of the
protocolsmature.

In this Article, we focus on the implementation security of the demonstrations.We also remark that while
most of these quantum cryptographic schemes have advantages over ‘classical’ schemes, for some of these
protocols, their practical usefulness is less clear, and strict security proofsmay still be under development. For
example, it is not always clear what practical advantage all protocols forQSS offer, over protocols based on secret
shared keys followed by a ‘classical’ protocol for secret sharing. Similarly, forQSDC, onewould need tomotivate
the usefulness of direct communication, as opposed to establishing secret shared keys using standardQKD,
followed by encryption using these keys. Discussing these aspects is however outside the scope of our study.

2.Quantumdigital signatures

Digital signatures are an important primitive in cryptography. Specifically, three security properties are required
for signatures: unforgeability, nonrepudiation, and transferability [21]. Unforgeability guarantees a unique
message signer, so no one else is able to forge a valid signature. Nonrepudiation requires that once amessage is
signed, the signer cannot deny the signature. Transferabilitymeans that a recipient who accepts amessage can be
sure that if themessage is forwarded, another recipient will also accept themessage, except with a probability
that can bemade arbitrarily low.QDS based on laws of quantumphysics is able to satisfy these requirements, and
achieve information-theoretic security [4]. Unconditionally secure signatures are also possible based on shared
secret keys [21–24], and the scaling of secret key lengthwith respect tomessage length can bemore favorable
than for quantum signatures. The secret shared key could be generated byQKD, but otherwise these schemes
remain entirely ‘classical’. On the other hand, the error rate threshold can be less strict forQDS than forQKD to
distill shared secret keys [25].

References [26, 25] proposeQDS protocols via insecure quantum channels, which later have been
implemented [6, 7]. A significant difference between these two protocols is the stage of quantum state
distribution. In [26], Alice sends the same quantum states to Bob andCharlie, while in [25], Bob andCharlie
individually send different quantum states to Alice.

Both protocols are briefly introduced in the next subsection. A reader familiar with protocol
implementation can, of course, skip to second subsection, wherewe discuss vulnerabilities.

Table 1. Summary of potential attacks in implementations of quantum cryptographic protocols. The table lists broken security properties
forfive primitives: two different protocols for quantumdigital signatures (QDS), two different protocols for quantum secret sharing (QSS),
source-independent quantum randomnumber generation (SIQRNG), quantum secure direct communication (QSDC), and blind
quantum computing (BQC). ‘—’means the attack is not applicable. See text for details.

Attack

Protocol Source side channel Wavelength-dependent attack Detector control attack Trojan-horse attack

QDS

Identical-state-sharing [7] Unforgeability Unforgeability Unforgeability —

Different-state-sharing [6] — — Unforgeability Unforgeability

QSS

Entanglement-based [15] — — Confidentiality —

Single-qubit [5] — — — Confidentiality

SIQRNG [16] — Randomness Randomness —

QSDC [17] — — Confidentiality Confidentiality

BQC [18] Confidentiality — — Confidentiality
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2.1. Protocol and implementation
2.1.1. Identical-state-sharing
Reference [26]proposes aQDS protocol with a quantum-state sender, Alice, and two quantum-state receivers,
Bob andCharlie. This protocol has been implemented over a distance of 102km [7] as shown infigure 1. The
protocol consists of two stages, a quantum stage, and a signing stage. In the quantum stage, for each future 1 bit
messagem=0 orm=1, Alice employs weak coherent states to randomly prepare two identical sequences of
qubit states, and every individual state is in one of the Bennett–Brassard 1984 (BB84) polarization states ñ∣H ,
ñ∣V , +ñ∣ and -ñ∣ [2]. In addition, the decoy-state protocol [27] is used to randomlymodulate themean photon

numbers of theweak coherent states, protecting the system fromphoton-number-splitting attacks [28]. Then
one copy of the sequence is sent to Bob, and one copy toCharlie. A beam splitter is used to randomly and
independently select theX orZ basis tomeasure the received states.

In a siftingphase, Bob andCharlie announce inwhich slots they obtaindetections. For eachdetection slot,Alice
then announces twononorthogonal states fromdifferent bases, for example, ñ∣H and +ñ∣ .Oneof them is the real
state she sent. If Bob (Charlie)obtains ameasurement result corresponding to a state that is orthogonal to oneof the
statesAlice announced, such as ñ∣V , thenBob (Charlie) conclusively knows that it is the other announced state, +ñ∣ .

In the next stage, the signing stage, only classical processing takes place. It starts by announcing some of the
states shared betweenAlice and Bob (Charlie) during the quantum stage to calculate an authentication threshold
Ta (Tv) for Bob (Charlie). The unannounced states form strings denoted as SAm for Alice, SBm for Bob and SCm for
Charlie, andwill be used for the digital signature. To send a signed 1 bitmessagem, Alice sends themessage and
the corresponding data string, (m, SAm), to one of the recipients, say, Bob. Bobwill accept thismessage if the
mismatch rate of sifted bits between SAm and SBm is less thanTa. If Bobwishes to forward themessage toCharlie,
he forwards (m, SAm) to Charlie. Charlie will accept thismessage aswell if themismatch rate of the sifted bits
between SAm and SCm is less thanTv.

2.1.2. Different-state-sharing
Reference [25]proposes anotherQDSprotocol that sends different quantum states fromBob andCharlie to
Alice. This protocol has subsequently been implemented based on an installed differential-phase-shift (DPS)
QKDsystem, as shown infigure 2 [6]. This protocol is also divided into two stages, a distribution stage and a
messaging stage. In the distribution stage, Bob andCharlie randomly and independently select two different n-
bit strings. Then, they encode the bits into quantum states according to theDPSQKDprotocol [29]. For each
futuremessagem=0 orm=1, Bob (Charlie) applies a key-generating protocol (KGP) to share the bit string
withAlice. TheKGP can be treated as a partial QKDprocedurewithout error correction and privacy
amplification. Alice and Bob (Charlie) estimate the quantumbit error rate by announcing a small part of the
shared bits. The remaining L-bit key is denoted byKm

B (Km
C ) at Bob’s (Charlie’s) side. At Alice’s side, she obtains a

signature = ( )A ASig ,m m
B

m
C for a futuremessagem. Then, to guarantee transferability, Bob andCharlie

Figure 1.Experimental setup forQDS implemented byYin and his coworkers. Alicefirst prepares two pairs of pairs of horizontally
(H) and vertically (V) polarized photons using two pairs of lasers followed by polarization beam splitters(PBS). One pair ofH andV
polarized photons are then rotatedπ/4 by aπ/4 rotation beam splitter (p

4
RBS), becoming states +ñ∣ and -ñ∣ . The variation in

amplitude for the decoy states is implemented by an electrical variable optical attenuator(EVOA). Bob andCharlie each randomly
choose one of two bases to detect the incoming states.Here, DWDMdenotes a densewavelength divisionmultiplexer, BS denotes a
beam splitter, EPCdenotes an electric polarization controller, SNSPDdenotes a superconducting nanowire single-photon detector,
SynL denotes a synchronization laser, FPGAdenotes afield programmable gate array. Reprinted figurewith permission from [7]
Copyright (2017) by theAmerican Physical Society. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.95.032334.
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randomly forward half of their keys,Km
B andKm

C , to each other. This classical bit exchange is encrypted by Bob
andCharlie using a separate BB84QKD system. This way, Alice receives no information onwhich bits have been
forwarded andwhich bits have been kept. Fromher point of view, a bit she originally sharedwith Bob (Charlie) is
now equally likely to be retained by Bob as byCharlie. Bob (Charlie) combine the non-exchanged part ofKm

B

(Km
C ) and the received part ofKm

C (Km
B ) as a symmetric key, Sm

B (Sm
C ).

In themessaging stage, Alice signs amessagem by Sigm, and then sends ( )m, Sigm to Bob. Bob checks the
mismatch rate between Sigm and Sm

B . If themismatch rate is lower than the threshold sa, Bob accepts themessage.
If Bobwishes to forward themessage toCharlie, he forwards ( )m, Sigm to Charlie. Charlie also checks the
mismatch rate between Sigm and Sm

C , and accepts themessage if themismatch rate is lower than the threshold sv.
FromAlices point of view, the situation is symmetric with respect to Bob andCharlie, so that if Bob accepts a
signature, Charliemust accept it with high probability, provided acceptance thresholds are chosen correctly and
differently for Bob andCharlie.

2.2.Hacking
Both protocols have been proven to be information-theoretically secure, based on different assumptions
[25, 26]. In this section, we analyse the security assumptions for both protocols and illustrate how these
assumptionsmight be broken. SinceQDS realizations are based onQKD schemeswith similar optical
components, similar vulnerabilities exist. That is, some known attacks onQKD systems are applicable also to the
realisations ofQDS. In our analysis, we assume an external attacker Evewho is not a legitimate participant (Alice,
Bob orCharlie) in theQDS protocol.

2.2.1. Identical-state-sharing protocol
The unforgeability of this protocol is based on the assumption that given two copies of quantum states, Eve
cannot distinguish between all four states Alicemight sendwithout error before Alice’s declaration [30].
However, in practice, if Evewere able to discriminate the states via a side channel,messages could be forged.
Several side channels exist in the implementation [7], which could be exploited by Eve to hack it.

Source side channels are useful for Eve to learn the quantum state prepared by Alice.When quantum
states are prepared by different laser diodes, side channels could exist both in time and frequency domains
[31, 32]. In the implementation presented in [7], each laser diode prepares a specific state, and different laser
diodes are used in a randomorder. To avoid the spectral side channel, the implementation controls the
difference of the central wavelengths for all of these laser diodes in a narrow range (0.02 nm). Additionally, a
dense wavelength divisionmultiplexer with 100GHz bandwidth is used as a filter before the states are sent
out. However, a side channelmight exist in another degree of freedom. For example, pulse emission time,
pulse width and pulse shapemay vary for different laser diodes. Thesemismatches give Eve a chance to
distinguish different states [32]. If Eve is able to perfectly distinguish the quantum states, she could forge a
copy of Alice’s signature and send it to Bob andCharlie. However, usually, Eve can only partially distinguish
the states. Shemay choose to perform different types of quantummeasurements tomaximize her
distinguishability. For example, if Evemakes ameasurement that sometimes gives her higher confidence in
the result, such as an unambiguous quantummeasurement, then she could forward a state only when her

Figure 2. Implementation ofQDSbyCollins and his coworkers, employing aDPSQKD system, (OSA). Bob andCharlie are the
quantum-state transmitters, andAlicemeasures the received states. Here, LD is a laser diode, IM is an intensitymodulator, PM is a
phasemodulator, ATT is an attenuator, FPGA is a field programmable gate array, E/OandO/E are electrical-to-optical and optical-
to-electrical converters, SNSPD is a superconducting nanowire single-photon detector, DSP is a digital signal processor,MZI is a
Mach–Zehnder interferometer. Reprintedwith permission from [6], © 2016Optical Society of America.
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measurement has succeeded. Thus, in this case, if losses are high enough, this strategymay not be noticed by
the legitimate parties.

Measurements are usuallymore vulnerable than state preparation.One potentialflaw hides in the beam
splitter situated at the input of Bob’s/Charlie’s subsystem. The output ratio of the beam splittermight depend on
thewavelength of the incoming light [33], which helps Eve during the intercept-resend attack. Evefirstmeasures
a state sent byAlice. According to themeasurement result, Eve resends themeasured state with awavelength that
makes the output ratio of the beam splitters become highly unbalanced, for example, 99:1 or 1:99. Then the
resent state passes through Bob’s/Charlie’s beam splitter via one outputwith high probability, likely reaching
the samemeasurement basis as Eve’s. Thus, Eve, Bob andCharlie share almost the same detection results. At the
sifting phase, Eve canwiretap the public announcement and follow the sifting rule described in the protocol,
obtaining her signature string. After that, if themismatch rate between Eve’s and Bob’s (Charlie’s) strings is
lower thanTa (Tv), Evewould be able to pretend to beAlice and send a signature to Bob (Charlie).

To force Bob andCharlie to obtain the same detection results as Eve during the intercept-resend attack,
another possible tool is a detector blinding attack [9, 34, 35]. By applying this attack, Evemight be able to control
all Bob’smeasurement results [9, 34, 35]. In this attack, Eve sends a strong laser to blind Bob’s andCharlie’s
detectors such that they are no longer sensitive to single photons, but act as classical optical detectors. Then,
during intercept-resend, Eve resends themeasured states by energy-tailored pulses. The resent pulses trigger
Bob’s detections in the same basis and state as Eve’s. If the detector blinding attack is possible in thisQDS
implementation, Eve could obtain a copy of the bits shared byAlice and Bob/Charlie after sifting. Thus, Eve
could pretend to beAlice to sign amessage. The detector blinding attack canmaintain the normal detection
statistics [36]. Furthermore, in a receiver that uses a beam splitter to passively choose bases and is vulnerable to
the detector blinding attack, Eve can force a clickwith 100%probability [36]. If the digital signature scheme is
built using detectors other than superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors used in the implementation
shown infigure 1, other types of detector-control attacksmay also apply, such as efficiencymismatch [37], after-
gate [38], superlinearity [39], and deadtime [10].

2.2.2. Different-state-sharing protocol
In this protocol, unforgeability is based on the security of the KGP that guarantees <( ) ( )d A K d E K, ,i

B
i
B

i
B

guess

(with high probability), where d is theHamming distance and Eguess is Eve’s attempt at guessingKi
B [25].

However, this property could be broken as well, if Eve can learn the states sent by Bob (Charlie) or forces Alice to
detect the same result as hers. Similar to the previous protocol, the implementationmight also contain several
loopholes.

Alice’s SNSPDsmight be vulnerable to the detector blinding attack [9, 34, 35]. Similarly to the previous
implementation, the SNSPDsmight be blinded by a strong laser. Eve then does intercept-resend and sends Alice
faked states whose power and phase are tailored [40]. Thus, Eve, Alice and Bob (Charlie) share the same bit
string, whichmeans =( ) ( )d A K d E K, ,i

B
i
B

i
B

guess .
At the source in Bob (Charlie), all the states aremodulated by a phasemodulator, whichmight open another

loophole. Themodulation information from the PMcould be eavesdropped by a Trojan-horse attack
[12, 19, 41, 42]. In this attack, Eve sends strong light to Bob (Charlie). The reflected light carries themodulation
information, which could bemeasured from the phase difference between injected light and reflected light. It
has been shown that around four reflected photons are sufficient to read outmost of the information [12]. If the
Trojan-horse attack is successful in theQDS system, Eve could get all Alice’s information: ( )d E K, i

B
guess could

become equal to ( )d A K,i
B

i
B .

3.Quantum secret sharing

In secret sharing protocols, information is shared amongmany parties. The information can be reconstructed
only if groups of parties collaborate. Information-theoretically secure secret sharing is possible not only using
classicalmeans (e.g., by pairwise shared keys), but also using quantummethods.Here, we focus onQSS [3]. Two
types ofQSS schemes, entanglement-based schemes [15] and single-qubit schemes [5], have been proposed for
the sharing of classicalmessages.We survey both schemes.

3.1. Protocol and implementation
3.1.1. Entanglement-based protocol
In one scheme for entanglement-basedQSS [15], Alice, Bob andCharlie first hold one photon each in a
Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) triplet, which is the state
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yñ = ñ ñ ñ + ñ ñ ñ∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )H H H V V V
1

2
. 1ABC A B C A B C

Then, a projectivemeasurement is performed on each photon randomly either in theX orY basis, where the
basis states are given by

ñ = ñ  ñ ñ = ñ  ñ ∣ (∣ ∣ ) ∣ (∣ ∣ ) ( )X H V Y H V
1

2
,

1

2
i . 2

TheGHZ states can bewritten as

yñ = ñ ñ + ñ ñ ñ + ñ ñ + ñ ñ ñ+ + - - + + - - + -∣ [(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )∣ ] ( )X X X X X X X X X X
1

2
. 3ABC A B A B C A B A B C

Thus, if each partymeasures in theX basis, themeasurement results would showperfect correlations. Once any
twomeasurement results are known, the thirdmeasurement result can be predictedwith certainty. Similar
correlationwould be obtained for three othermeasurement combinations,XAYBYC,YAXBYC, andYAYBXC.
However, the remaining four basis combinations,XAXBYC,XAYBXC,YAXBXC, andYAYBYC, result in
uncorrelatedmeasurement results among the three parties. Thus, they could announce their basis choices to sift
the basis combinationswith perfect correlation. After that, Alice and Bob share theirmeasurement results with
each other to establish Charlie’s key. Thus, amessage encrypted byCharlie can be decrypted if Alice and Bob
cooperate. The protocol implementation is shown infigure 3.

Figure 3.QSS based on entangled states. (a)QSS system scheme.Ultraviolet (UV) pulses with a central wavelength of 394nm are
generated by a LiB O3 5 (LBO) crystal. The pulses pass a beta-bariumborate (BBO) crystal twice to generate two pairs of entangled
photons. A photon triggers detection to synchronizeGHZ state detections at Alice, Bob andCharlie. (b)Optical structure of each
receiver unit. Here, BS is a beam splitter, HWP is a half-wave plate, QWP is a quarter-wave plate, PBS is a polarization beam splitter,
SPD is a single-photon detector. Reprinted figurewith permission from [15]Copyright (2005) by the American Physical Society. DOI:
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.200502.
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3.1.2. Single-qubit protocol
Instead of using entangled states, [43] proposed anN -partyQSS protocol that uses a single qubit, which is easily
realizable and scalable compared to the entanglement-based protocol. On the other hand, this protocol
completely removes the possibility to share quantum information in terms of an entangled state. The
information shared is necessarily classical. Reference [5]demonstrated this protocol. An initial qubit
ñ = ñ + ñ∣ (∣ ∣ )x 0 1 2 is prepared by partyR1, and sent fromR2 toRN sequentially. Each partyRi (i=1, ...,

N−1) encodes information by applying a phase randomly chosen from two sets, {0,π} and {π/2, 3π/2}, to
the ñ∣1 component in the qubit ñ∣x . The partyRN randomly applies phase 0 orπ/2 to the ñ∣1 component before
measuring the state  ñ = ñ  ñ∣ (∣ ∣ )x 0 1 2 . Thus, the detection probability of each detector is

å

å

f

f

= +

= -

=

=

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

( )

( ) ( )

P

P

1

2
1 cos ,

1

2
1 cos . 4

D
i

N

i

D
i

N

i

1
1

2
1

Half of the time, there is destructive or constructive interference, when f f+ + = ( )cos 1N1 . If all
parties announcewhich set of phase values their choice belonged to, then every party knowswhich detection
results are deterministic. Using the knowledge of whichmeasurement results are deterministic,multiple parties
can then share a secret as follows. If anyN−1 parties collaborate and share theirmodulating phases, theywould
be certain about the phase applied by theNth party for one slot of the deterministicmeasurement. Tomaintain
stability in the experiment, a bidirectional scheme is applied to implement a 5-party protocol [5] as shown
infigure 4. Alice prepares the initial pulse without phase encoding and acts asR5 tomeasure thefinal reflected
state. The rest of parties encode their information on theway back from the Faradaymirror, after the pulse is
attenuated to the single-photon level by the amplitudemodulator. This idea is similar to the plugandplayQKD
system [44].

3.2.Hacking
Wediscuss one type of known attack thatmaywork for the implementation of each aforementionedQSS
protocol. An external Eve is assumed to be the attacker. If an external Eve can compromise the security, any
inside attacker (a protocol participant) could also compromise security and obtain the secret without the
cooperation of the other participants, because inside attackers have at least asmuch information as an outside
attacker.

3.2.1. Blinding attack on entanglement-based implementation
In the entanglement-basedQSS schemementioned above, three parties securely share a secret string using a
GHZ state that has inherent correlations among the three photons. If Evewould like to perform an intercept-
resend attack via a quantum channel, shewould break the initial correlation between the three entangled
photons, and thus introduce errors [45]. However, the detector blinding attack(see section 2.2.1) could help Eve
steal the shared secret while introducing no error. Eve performs two independent detector blinding attacks on

Figure 4. Single-qubit QSS. Alice randomlymodulates the state, adding a phase of 0 orπ/2. The rest of parties randomly choose a
phase from {0,π/2,π, 3π/2}. Here, LDdenotes a laser diode, ATTdenotes an attenuator, SPDdenotes a single-photon detector, CIR
denotes a circulator, BS denotes a beam splitter, PBS denotes a polarization beam splitter, PMdenotes a phasemodulator, AMdenotes
an amplitudemodulator, FMdenotes a Faradaymirror. Reprinted figurewith permission from [5]Copyright (2008) by theAmerican
Physical Society. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.78.062307.
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Alice’s and Bob’s detectors. The blinded detectors only clickwhenAlice/Bob chooses the samemeasurement
bases as Eve during an intercept-resend attack. Thus, Alice’s and Bob’s secret strings could be obtained by Eve to
let her learnCharlie’s key. Alternatively, instead of hacking Alice andBob, Eve can directly blindCharlie’s
detectors to control the secret key he obtains.

3.2.2. Trojan-horse attack on single-qubit implementation
The security of single-qubitQSS follows the proven BB84QKDprotocol [43]. Similarly to BB84 protocol, an
intercept-resend attack on theQSS introduces 25% error in thefinal detection results. However, the
implementationmight have side channels that leak information about state preparation, allowing Eve to learn
the shared secret without disturbing the normalQSS protocol.

In the implementation scheme of single-qubit QSS shown infigure 4, similar toQKD systems, the phase
modulation is implemented by a phasemodulator whichmay be vulnerable. Thus, the Trojan-horse attack(see
section 2.2.2) appears to be a high risk, owing to the pass-through nature of every party except for Alice. Eve
could send strong light to each party, excludingAlice, and then at the other side of each party receive the light
modulated by the PM. Bymeasuring the phase difference between Eve’s original coherent light and the
modulated light, she could read the phasemodulation. In this way, Eve could know the secret shared among the
four parties. In general, this hacking strategyworks forN parties. An attack onAlicemay also be attempted,
however, it ismore difficult owing to the presence of SPDs inAlice [46].

4. SI quantum randomnumber generation

Quantum randomnumber generation(QRNG) based on the uncertainty principle in quantummechanics can
be used to provide pure randomnumbers, a crucial resource in cryptography [47]. Similarly toQKD, aQRNG
system also consists of quantum state preparation andmeasurement, however, the states aremeasured locally
without long-distance transmission. SIQRNGprotocols [16, 48, 49] assume that the state preparation setup is
untrusted, while themeasurement setup is trusted.We survey the protocol in [16] and its experimental
demonstration.

4.1. Protocol and implementation
In the SIQRNGprotocol, an untrusted party Eve prepares single-qubit states +ñ∣ and sends them toAlice’s
measurement station [16]. Alice first projects the quantum states into qubits +ñ∣ and vacuum states, but it is
unclear how to implement this operation in practice. Assume that n squashed qubits are obtained during the
operation of the protocol. The resulting single qubits are then randomlymeasured either in theX basis, { +ñ∣ ,
-ñ∣ }, or theZ basis, { ñ∣H , ñ∣V }. If nx out of the n squashed qubits aremeasured in theX basis, they should be
detected as +ñ∣ ideally. The detection rate for -ñ∣ is treated as the estimated error rate ebx. The remaining

= -n n nz x qubits aremeasured in theZ basis to generate nz randombits. Alice then extracts the final secure
randombits from nz, which is equivalent to privacy amplification inQKD.

The experimental demonstration is shown infigure 5.Weak coherent pulses are preparedwith +ñ∣
polarization by a linear polarizer and a polarization controller (PC1). At Alice’s side, a beam splitter (BS1)with
splitting ratio 2:98 is used to passively choose theX orZ basis. Infigure 5, the upper and lower paths correspond
to theX basis andZ basis respectively. A single-photon detector is time-division-multiplexed by using four time
delays TD1–TD4. For each coherent state Eve sends, a click in the first detection slot indicates that Alice chooses
theX basis and correctly detects the incoming pulse as +ñ∣ , while a click in the second slot indicates awrong
detection, -ñ∣ , which is used for the error estimation.Moreover, a click in the third slot indicates that Alice
selects theZ basis and obtain the result ñ∣H , while a click in the fourth slot indicates the result ñ∣V .

4.2.Hacking
This SIQRNGprotocol assumes that the source can be untrusted, but themeasurement station is trusted and
characterized [16]. However, it is not clear how to guarantee the latter requirement in practice. Therefore, Eve
might be able to prepare fake states to generate nonrandomnumbers. The detector blinding attack (see
section 2.2.1) could force the SPD towork as a classical detector. Then Eve could send a strong bright pulse to
trigger a detection in the first slot. Then she sends another bright pulsewith either the state ñ∣H or ñ∣V to control
the detection in the third or fourth slot. The attack can result in equal detection rates for ñ∣H and ñ∣V , which
looks like random clicks to Alice, while being precisely controlled by Eve. Eve actually thus controls the bit string.

Another potential issue is thewavelength-dependent attack, because the splitting ratio of a beam splitter
might be sensitive to thewavelength of the incoming light(see section 2.2.1). All four beam splitters in the
measurement stationmight be affected. By controlling the splitting ratio of BS1 and/or BS4, Eve can bias
whether error checking or randombit generation happens. For BS2 andBS3, bymanipulating the splitting ratio,
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Eve is able to partially control the results of error checking and bit generation. Please note that awavelength filter
alonewill not protect the system from this attack, because Eve could send bright states to overcome thefinite
extinction ratio in the filter’s stopband.

5.Quantum secure direct communication

QSDC transmits secret information directly through a quantum channel, instead of establishing a secret key first
[50]. The initial QSDCprotocol is based on entangled pairs [51–53]. However, entanglement is not a necessary
condition forQSDCThefirst single-photonQSDCprotocol, Deng-Long 2004 (DL04), was proposed in [54].
Recently, researchers started studying the strict security proof of thisDL04 protocol [55]. However, regarding
the practical security, the implementation of this protocol also needs to be investigated. Also,more attention
may need to be paid to themotivation for secure direct communication.

5.1. Protocol and implementation
TheDL04 protocol contains two phases of channel estimation and a phase of secret transmission. Thefirst
channel estimation checks the security of the channel fromAlice to Bob. Alice prepares a sequence of photons
randomly chosen from the set of states ñ∣H , ñ∣V , +ñ∣ , and -ñ∣ , and sends them toBob.He randomly selects a
portion of the received photons, and randomlymeasures them in theX or theZ basis. Then Bob announces the
measurement results and compares them toAlice’s prepared states to calculate an error rate. Onlywhen the
error rate is lower than a threshold, Alice and Bob trust the channel and continue to the next step. Bob randomly
selects another small portion of the received photons, and applies one of two unitary operations to each of them:
= ñá - ñá∣ ∣ ∣ ∣U 0 1 1 0 or = ñá + ñá∣ ∣ ∣ ∣I 0 0 1 1 , i.e., flipping a state or not. These photons are employed to check

the security of the channel fromBob toAlice. The rest of the photons received by Bob are used to encode secret
information by randomly applying the operatorU or I to each photon. All these photons are then sent to Alice,
whomeasures these photons in the preparation bases. Regarding the photons used for the security check, Alice
checks if hermeasurement result is compatible with Bob’s operation to estimate the error rate. Once the error
rate is lower than a threshold, they trust the channel fromBob toAlice. The remaining photonsmeasured in
their preparation bases allowAlice to deterministically knowBob’s operation, obtaining the secret information.

The protocol is implemented by the setup shown infigure 6 [17]. Alice prepares the initial photon string and
measures the photons encoded by Bob. Shefirst prepares ñ∣H and ñ∣V using two laser diodes. The preparation
andmeasurement bases are selected by PC1 and PC2 respectively. Bob encodes his information by PC3. All the
basis choices are controlled byfield programmable gate arrays. The channel fromAlice to Bob is denoted
forward channel, and the channel fromBob toAlice is denoted backward channel. A beamsplitter at Bob’s side
selects a small portion of the received photons, and then a controlmodule is used to check the security of the
forward channel. The controlmodule’s scheme is the same as the passivemeasurement station in BB84QKD

Figure 5.Experimental scheme for SIQRNG. The untrusted party Eve prepares quantum states and sends them toAlice, who is
trusted. Alice then generates randomnumbers. Here, LD is a laser diode, LP is a linear polarizer, PC is a polarization controller, ATT is
an optical attenuator, BS is a beam splitter, PBS is a polarization beam splitter, TD is a time delay, SPD is a single-photon detector.
Reprinted figure with permission from [16], Copyright (2014) by the American Physical Society. CCBY 3.0. DOI: https://doi.org/
10.1103/PhysRevX.6.011020.
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system. A delay line is used to store the photons during the forward-channel check. To tolerate photon loss
during secret transmission, a specialmethod named single-photon frequency encoding is used. Instead of
encoding information on individual photons, thismethod encodes information on the spectrumof a sequence
of photons. After Alice detects a sequence of photons and converts them to a binary bit string, the spectrum can
be knownby applying the Fourier transform to the bit string. During the detection, Alicemightmiss some
photons due to channel loss and imperfect detection efficiency. Fortunately, because the information does not
only rely on an individual photon, but is determined by the spectrumof the entire sequence,missing some
photons just reduces the signal-to-noise ratio, but the feature of the spectrum still exists [17]. The calculated
spectrum corresponds to the bit string that is the initial information Bob sent.

5.2.Hacking
Thefirst phase of theDL04QSDCprotocol, the security check of the forward channel, is similar to the raw key
exchange, sifting and error estimation phases in the BB84QKDprotocol [2]. The security check of the backward
channel and secret direct transmission are quantumversions of the one-time pad, which randomly flips the bit
information [54]. Just as forQKD, the implementation [17]may contain side channels.

Thefirst potential side channel is that detectorsmay be attacked by the detector blinding attack(see
section 2.2.1). During the check of the forward channel, Eve blinds the detectors in the controlmodule and
conducts an attackwith fake states [56] to control Bob’s detection results. Since this attack introduces no errors,
the security check is passed. During the second check of the backward channel and information transmission,
Eve uses classical optical detectors tomeasure her bright pulsesmodulated by Bob. Since these are states resent
by Eve during the previous phase, Eve could apply the same basis as in the previous step to knowwith certainty
what operation Bob performed. Then, she sends the same states with proper brightness to Alice’s blinded
detectors, such that only whenAlice selects the same bases as Eve, Alice obtains detections. This attack results in
full control of Alicesmeasurement outcomes. Again, no extra errors are introduced. Furthermore, Eve learns the
secret information betweenAlice and Bob. This breaks the security ofQSDC. Please note that because this
implementation uses an active basis choice (the basis is actively selected by the polarization controller), Eve’s
measurement basis can onlymatchAlice’s/Bob’smeasurement basis half the time.However, when the basis
matches the click probability in Bob under attack can be unity, while his single-photon detection efficiency is
typicallymuch lower than unity [9]. Thismay compensate for the extra loss introduced by the attack.

The second possible side channel exists in the polarization controllers thatmight be vulnerable to the
Trojan-horse attack(see section 2.2.2). In thisQSDC implementation [17], Eve can conduct the Trojan-horse
attack on PC1or PC3. From an attack on PC1, Evewould knowAlice’s basis choice in the state preparation and
measurement, as PC2 applies the same basis as PC1. The difference between the prepared and themeasured state
is Bob’s secret information(flip or not). On the other hand, Bob’s encoded information could be directly known
by hacking PC3 (similarly to section 3.2.2). Once Eve knows the original states prepared byAlice orwhat Bobs
modulationwas, she could obtain the secret information.

6. Blind quantum computing

In the future, a quantum computer could be used as a server that provides quantum computation capability to
remote users, who themselves do not have a quantum computer and only use simple technology. A key task is to

Figure 6.QSDC implementation. Alice prepares andmeasures states, and Bob encodes the secretmessage bymanipulating the states.
Here, LD is a laser diode, PBS is a polarization beam splitter, ATT is an optical attenuator, PC is a polarization controller, BS is a beam
splitter, CM is a controlmodule, FPGA is afield programmable gate array, SPD is a single-photon detector. Reproduced from [17].
& 2016CIOMP.All rights reserved. CCBY 4.0. https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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keep the client’s data and program secret from the server. Classical blind computing protocols exist [57], but it
can only guarantee computational security [18]. However, taking advantage of quantummechanics, BQC is able
to provide unconditional security for client’s data and computation in the quantum computer server [58].

6.1. Protocol and implementation
BQC is based on entangledmultiparticle cluster states [18]. In the BQCprotocol, qubits arefirst prepared as
q ñ = ñ + ñq∣ (∣ ∣ )0 e 1 2j

i j by a client, where qj is randomly selected from {0,π/4, ..., 7π/4}. Then the single-
photon qubits are sent to a quantum server that entangles themwith each other by applying controlled-phase
gates, so that the qubits form a cluster state. Then the cluster state ismeasured by the quantum server, which
performs single-qubitmeasurements in the basis  ñ = ñ + ñd

d∣ (∣ ∣ )0 e 1 2i
j

j . Themeasurement basis is
instructed by the client: δj=fj+θj+πrj, wherefj is the desired rotation and rj is randomly chosen from {0,
1}. Since θj is the initial phase hidden from the quantum server, the server is not able to calculate the desired
rotationfj from themeasurement result. It is remarkable that for the cluster state, its shape, such as the
dimension, alsomay leak information about the operation gates. Thus, also the shape of the cluster state is
required to be hidden, which can be accomplished by choosing, for example, brickwork states [18]. The BQC
protocol then completes a quantum computationwhile preserving the client’s privacy.

Theoretically, the client only needs to have a single-photon source to generate a state q ñ∣ j and send it to the
server.However, implementing a single-photon source is challenging so far, as standard parametric down-
conversion sources always also have higher-order emissions,meaning that instead of one pair, two ormore pairs
are emitted at the same time. An initial demonstration of the BQCprotocol with current technology is shown
infigure 7 [18]. Note that in the current implementation, entangled pairs arefirst prepared on the client’s side,
and the cluster state is generated on the server’s side. The laser beampasses a BBO crystal tofirst generate the
entangled pair traveling forwards. Then the beam is reflected and passes the BBO crystal again to generate the
entangled pair traveling backwards. The initial phase θj is applied by rotating the angles of half-wave plates and
quarter-wave plates, serving asmodulators. Then the entangled states are sent to the quantum server’s side,
where a cluster state is generated. The states aremeasured in different bases, as instructed by the client. In this
BQCprotocol, the setup of the client is relatively simple, but the setup of the quantum server would havemore
capabilities once a real quantum computer is available.Herewe take one type of BQCprotocol as an example.
There also exist other versions of BQCwhere the server generates entangled cluster states and themeasurements
are done by the client [59, 60].

6.2.Hacking
In the above subsection, a proof-of-principle implementation of BQCwas introduced. Although in the future
the technology available to implement the quantum server for BQCwill bemoremature and comprehensive, the
client setup is already relatively clear. It is foreseeable that future client stationwill likely still consist of a photon
source andmodulators. Unfortunately, in practice, any kind ofmodulator is susceptible to the Trojan-horse
attack [12, 19, 41, 42]. This vulnerability breaks an important assumption in BQC: the initial phase θj should be
unknown to the untrusted quantum server. Specifically, regarding the implementation shown infigure 7, the

Figure 7.Proof-of-principle implementation of BQC. Entangled photon pairs are generated fromnon-collinear type-II spontaneous
parametric down-conversion process in BBO crystal. The horizontal and vertical polarization represents ñ∣0 and ñ∣1 . From [18].
Reprintedwith permission fromAAAS.
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phasemodulation is done by thewave plates. The reflected light from thewave platesmay leak information
about θj. Instead of wave plates, an advanced setup in the future could be using phasemodulators to randomly
modulate the phase θj, which is a techniquewidely used in quantum cryptography [5, 6, 61]. Unfortunately, the
Trojan-horse attackmight still be applied to phasemodulators, as we have discussed insection 2.2.2.

Except for imperfect phasemodulation, another possible issue is the photon source itself. For the current
version of implementation, the entanglement source sometimesmight simultaneously emitmultiple pairs of
entangled states. In this case, Eve could split off a copy of entangled states from the source. Thenmeasuring her
copywould give Eve information about the state itself. Even in future implementations, when ideal single-
photon sources are available, one still needs to pay attention to state generation. For instance, the BQCprotocol
needs indistinguishablemultiple photons [18]. Thus, careful source design is crucial to avoid any
distinguishability in the generated photons (this can, in principle, occur in any degree of freedom, for example
wavelength).

For other variations of BQCprotocols, where themeasurements are done on the client’s side [59, 60], attacks
that leak information about themeasurement settings are applicable. So, in a settingwhere the client uses wave
plates to choose ameasurement basis [60], the Trojan-horse attack could be applied aswell.

7. Countermeasures

An imperfect implementation compromises the security promised in theory, as we have argued in sections 2–6.
To patch the practical loopholes, we should consider feasible countermeasures in implementations of quantum
cryptographic protocols. Existing countermeasures forQKDand countermeasures under developmentmay be
adaptable to implementations of other cryptographic protocols. However, integrating these considerations into
the relevant security proofs is an open challenge.We now recap countermeasures proposed in the literature for
both the source andmeasurement parts of a quantum cryptographic system.We also discuss how theymay be
applied to the protocols surveyed in this Article.

7.1. Countermeasures against source imperfection
Properly implementing the quantum-state source in the above protocols requires that any other degrees of
freedomare uncorrelatedwith the degree of freedomwhere information is encoded.However, for the states
prepared by different laser diodes(see section 2.1.1), the laser diodesmay show the inherent difference in the
spectrum and emission time. These types of difference hint which laser diode is on, i.e., which state is prepared.
Themismatch in a certain degree of freedom could be a side channel for Evewho tries to distinguish different
quantum states [31, 32]. To avoid this inherentmismatch among different laser diodes, quantum state
preparation could use only one laser diode followed by opticalmodulators(figure 8), as shown inmanyQKD
implementations [62–64]. The laser diode generates identical pulses. Then different states aremodulated by a
phasemodulator [62], intensitymodulator [63], or polarizationmodulator [64].

The externalmodulationmethod could be applied to the implementation of double-receiverQDS(see
section 2.1.1). However, thismodificationmight open another loophole: the Trojan-horse attack on the
modulators. Once a systemuses amodulator, countermeasures against Trojan-horse attack are required. For a
unidirectional system that only sends states fromone party to another but never back, a possible
countermeasure is adding enough isolation between themodulator and the output port connected to the
quantum channel, as shown infigure 8. The amount of isolation is defined by the combination of bidirectional
attenuation fromattenuators, the unidirectional attenuation from isolators and total reflection probability from
lasers andmodulators. For example, in a BB84QKD system, the isolation has been quantified as the following
[65]. Suppose Eve injects pulsed light into the party preparing the state. The injected power is limited by the
maximumpower transmitted safely through standard single-mode fiber (assumed to be 12.8W in [65]). The
amount of reflection then is obtained after the injected light is attenuated by the system isolation. Taking this
amount of reflection into account in the calculation of the key rate, one could obtain the final secure key rate. To

Figure 8.The scheme of countermeasures against source imperfections. To eliminate themismatch among different laser diodes, a
single laser diode LD followed by amodulatorMcan be used. The following attenuator ATT and isolator ISOprovide sufficient
isolation to prevent the Trojan-horse attack in a unidirectional system.Here, G denotes amodulation signal generator.
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obtain a key rate under the Trojan-horse attack that is close to the ratewithout an attack, 170 dB isolation is
required [65].

A similarmethodology could be applied to single-receiverQDS,QSDC, andBQC,whichmay be vulnerable
to the Trojan-horse attack. In each implementation, attenuators and isolators could be added between the
modulators and systemoutput, and the reflectivity ofmodulator and laser diodes should be quantified. Then the
required amount of isolation should be calculated according to the securitymodels of the corresponding
protocol as has already been done forQKD [65]. The chosen amount of isolation shouldmaintain the system’s
security properties.We notice that in the implementation of single-receiver QDS in [25], an attenuator is already
included toweaken the output power to single-photon level. However, this amount of attenuation is probably
not sufficient to provide isolation to counter the Trojan-horse attack.

For a bidirectional plug and playQSS system (see section 3.1.2) and pass-throughQSDC (see section 5), the
system’s isolation in the previous countermeasure is not applicable, because it would block transmission of the
states. In the bidirectional system, single-photonmonitors would be needed to observe the incoming light [41].
It is not clear if implementing such countermeasure securely is realistic. Nevertheless, a patent by Trifonov and
Vig [66]proposes a scheme against Trojan-horse attackwith a single-photonwatchdog detector. This
countermeasure could be adapted for the single-qubit QSS implementation. Alice could employ awatchdog
detector for the received light. The rest of parties in the scheme could use twowatchdog detectors to observe two
fiber connection ports at each side of the PM.Any alarmwould abort the protocol. Please note that the single-
photon detectormight be vulnerable to the detector blinding attack. Thus, a corresponding countermeasure
against detector control attacks is necessary, which is discussed in the next subsection.

7.2. Countermeasures againstmeasurement imperfection
In a party thatmakesmeasurements, characteristics of passive optical components, such as beam splitters,might
be sensitive towavelength. That is, the component’s behavior for unexpectedwavelengthsmay deviate from
what is assumed. To provide practical security, wavelength dependence should be eliminated. A possiblemethod
is using awavelength filter to block unexpectedwavelengths, and only pass a narrow range around theworking
wavelength [65]. In the implementation of double-receiverQDS (see section 2.1.1), thisfilter could be added
before the beam splitter in Bob andCharlie, i.e., right at their input ports. Thefilter’s transmission should be
verified in awide range of wavelengths. However, there is a limitation to this approach: Eve can simply increase
her light power to pass through the stopband. Therefore, as amore robust countermeasure, we suggest utilizing
active basis choice in themeasurement station.

Anothermajor vulnerability inmeasurement setups is imperfections in single-photon detectors (see
section 2.2.1). A proposed countermeasure forQKD systems is calibrating the characteristics of detectors in real
time, avoiding Eve’smanipulation [67]. In this receiver design, a calibrated light source is locally included in the
measurement unit, in combinationwith several other countermeasures. By randomly activating this local source
to send photons to the detectors, the corresponding detection efficiency can be calibrated during the system
operation. The characterized detection efficiency can then be used in the security proof to calculate the secure
key rate. A similar designmight be applicable tomeasurement stations in the other quantum cryptographic
protocols. However, incorporating the calibration procedure into their securitymodels should be studied in
each case.

Another approach to entirely avoid the effect of imperfect detectors and othermeasurement imperfections
aremeasurement-device-independent (MDI) quantum cryptographic protocols [68], such asMDIQKD [69],
MDIQSS [70] andMDIQDS [71, 72]. In theMDI protocols, the partymakingmeasurements is untrusted: there
are no security assumptions regarding themeasurements. Even if Evemakes themeasurements, the secret
information (provided the protocol produces it) can still be distributed among the rest of the authenticated
parties. This is a promising idea to avoid security loopholes related to themeasurements. However, state
preparation remains trusted and still needs to be carefully designed to avoid loopholes.

8. Conclusion

Wehave surveyed implementations offive types of quantum cryptographic primitives. As our analysis shows,
these quantum cryptographic systemsmight have security loopholes similar toQKD systems, because they use
similar optical components. These imperfections would compromise the security properties of each quantum
cryptographic protocol (see summary in table 1).We discuss implementations of these protocols, showing that
practical insecurity is a common issue in the implementation of quantum cryptography in general, not only in
QKD. In other words, a gap between perfect theory and imperfect practice generally exists in quantum
cryptography.
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Our analysis of imperfections in this survey has been intended to reveal a broad picture. Detailed analysis of
imperfections for each specific implementation should be done in the future. Once the existence of practical
loopholes has been noticed, it becomes essential to bridge the gap between theory and practice. One should
consider countermeasures when implementing existing protocols or designing newquantum cryptographic
protocols that tolerate practical imperfections. Fortunately, these approaches appear to be feasible. However,
integrating imperfections into security proofs [27, 65, 73] is a significant challenge, which should be addressed in
future studies.
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